
T20 World Cup Points Table : What is T20?

Organized by the International Cricket Council (ICC), the T20 World Cup is an
International Cricket Championship of Twenty20, a short duration Cricket
tournament. It takes the duration of two and a half hours. Both teams play
innings and win this Cricket game. ICC introduced this form of Cricket as a
fast paced game. The T20 World Cup Points Table was created to update

the International Cricket match fans about the teams, their performance,
points, win, loss, quality and numbers.

Twenty20
Shortened as T20, it is a short duration Cricket game started by International
Cricket Council and the first T20 cricket match was played on june 13, 2003.
This match was played between two English country cricket teams Surrey
Lions and Warwickshire Bears. The winner was Team Surrey Lions who won
the match by nine wickets.
T20 became more popular than other types of Cricket matches among their
fans and they hype the match as an explosive and athletic game.
The dedicated fans even bet on their teams and predict who will win the match
this time.

T20 World Cup points table
T20 World Cup points Table updates the fans about everything that happens
during the T20 match. Let’s understand how this table works.
This points table is created to show the Live score of the crickets teams which
play during the match and it gets updated everyday on the basis of :

1. Performance of both teams.
2. Quality of their match play.
3. Fixtures.
4. Live match score.
5. Rankings.
6. Head-to-head match.
7. Update about match teams.
8. Location where the match is being played.
9. Rival Teams update (V/S)
10. Points by which a team wins or loses the match.

https://t20worldcuplivescore.com/t20-world-cup-points-table-standings-team-ranking/


Rules
➢ Bowlers are allowed maximum one-fifth of total overs in each

innings.
➢ This is an uninterrupted Cricket match.
➢ The duration to play this match is around Two hours and a half.
➢ Maximum five fielders are allowed on each leg side.
➢ During the first six overs, two fields are required outside the 30

yard circle.
➢ After the first six overs, no more than two fielders are allowed

outside of the field circle, this is known as Powerplay.
➢ The fielding team has to start their 20th over within 70 minutes. If

they can't do this under the given time limit, the batting team will
be credited with an extra six runs.

➢ When the bowlers deliver ‘No ball’ by accidentally hitting the
crease, his team will lose two runs depending on the
circumstance of the match.


